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We show that an operator is absolutely s ununing if and only if it maps amarts 
into uniform amarts, from which we can deduce a theorem of A. Bellow and 
another of Edgar-Sucheston. We also show that the absolute value of a Banach 
lattice valued potential is a potential if and only if the lattice is an A - M space 
from which we deduce that the Li-bounded amarts form a Ricsz space if and only 
if the space is finite dimensional. 
Let E and F be Banach spaces. Denote by Y(E, F) the space of continuous 
linear operators from E into F. We say that T E 8(E, F) is abs&tely summe if 
T maps summable sequences in E into absolutely summable sequences in F. 
Let (Q, R P) be a probability space; denote by Z1(E) the Banach space of 
Bochner integrable functions X: Sa -+ E equipped with the classical norm 
J II X(w)lL a=- 
It is known [5], that if T E 9’(E, F), then T “lifts” to an operator 
? E 9(Z1(E), Z’(F)) via : 
m&J) = TGeJN for w E 52 and X E Z’(E). 
I f  p: IR -+ E is an E-valued additive set function defined on an algebra 12 of 
subsets of Q, then ?p defined by (&)(A) = T&(A)) is an F-valued additive bet 
function on O?. If  we define the “semivariation” of p by: 11 p 119 = supllnGI 
{variationf(p)}, one can prove as in [4] that 11 p 118 < 4 supAEa 11 r(A)]lc . 
Let now, ($j,JnSN be an increasing sequence of sub-u-algebras of 5 and let T 
denote the directed upward set of bounded stopping times. A sequence 
(X,), : 52 -+ E is called adapted if X,, is %,-strongly measurable for each n E M. 
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DEFINITION 1. [3] An adapted sequence (X,& of E-valued random variables 
is called an E-valued amurt if each X, is Bochner integrable and lim,,, s X, 
exists in the norm topology of E. 
The following, very useful stability property of amarts was established in [3]: 
Let (X,), be an E-valued amart. For each T 6 T, set r,(A) = lA X, for A E 5, . 
Thus: the set (&A))7ET converges to a limit p(A) for each A E UnsN 5, , and 
for each E > 0, there exists no E IV such that 
This property motivated A. Bellow [I] to introduce the following notion: 
DEFINITION 2. [l] (X,), is called a uniform urnart, if for each l > 0, there is 
n, E N such that: 
UE T, u > n, z- variation& - t6 1 5,) < E. 
Recently, this question was explicitly raised by D. H. Garling: Which type of 
operators map amarts into uniform amarts. The purpose of this note is to 
characterize these operators. 
THEOREM 1. For an operator T E L?(E, F), the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) T is absolutely summing. 
(2) T maps E-valued amarts into F-valued uniform amarts. 
Proof. We prove first that if p is an E-valued additive set function, and T is 
an absolutely summing operator, then: 
VariatWTp) < K II P ib < 4K s”;p II P(A)IIE (*) 
where K is a constant depending only on T. 
Since T is absolutely summing, we have for every finite family (x&<~<~ in E: 
where K is a constant depending on T. Hence, for every finite sequence (Ai)lcid, 
of disjoint sets in a: 
and the inequality (*) follows. 
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The implication (1) + (2) follows by applying (*) to (p, - p ] &,). (2) 3 (1) 
If there exists a summable sequence (a& in E such that Cn ]I TX, I] = co, then 
we can find an increasing sequence of integers (m,), such that: Crt&t+, I] TX, II > 
1. Without loss of generality, and by multiplying some x,‘s by coefficients 
smaller than ‘1, we can assume: CTzzk+i ]j TX, Ij = 1. 
For every K E N, we can divide the interval [0, I], into (~tl~+~ - mk) sub- 
intervals Ak,, such that the length of each A,,, is II TX, (I. Let Q = [0, 11 and P 
be the Lebesgue measure. We define a sequence of E-valued random variables 
by: X, :L?-+E 
For every k E N, & will be the u-algebra 0(X,, Xa ,..., X,). 
To show that (X,), is an amart, let CT be a bounded stopping time > N. For 
each k 3 N, let B,,, = Ak,, n {u = k} we have 
Since Bk,, G 4, , WW)III TX, II = O1k,?% < 1. .f X0 = Ck<Nxi%k+l ak,nXn 
which converges to zero since (x& is summable. 
(TX,), is an F-valued amart which is not a uniform amart, since if it was, 
one should have lim,,, J]i TX,,11 =Oandb y t h e real-valued amart convergence 
theorem, (II TX, il)k must converge to zero a.e. But, it is easy to check that 
]I TX,(UJ)~~~ = 1 for each k E N and each w E J2. 
COROLLARY 1. For a Banach space E, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is jinite dimensional, 
(2) Every E-valued amart is a uniform amart. 
Proof. Follows immediately from theorem (1) and the Dvoretzky-Rogers 
lemma. 
COROLLARY 2. [2] For a Banach space E, the followirsgproperties are equivalent: 
(1) E is finite dimensional, 
(2) Every E-valued ammt of class(B) converges trongly a.e. 
Proof. The same as theorem (l), T being the identity operator. 
Using the same ideas, we can show the following theorem proved in [5]. 
THEOREM 2. For a Banach space E, the following properties are equivalent: 
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(1) E is finite dimensional, 
(2) Every E-valued L1-bounded amart converges weakly a.e. 
Proof. The x,‘s being chosen as in theorem (1). For every k E N we divide 
the interval [O, l/k] into (mlc+l - mk) disjoint subintervals (A,,,)~~~‘k+I such that 
the length of each A,,, is jJ x, II/k. 
Let Ak = U’;lZ&.l A,,, , Q, = [0, I], A, the Lebesgue measure, Zti the 
o-field of Bore1 set. .Q = J& 8, , 5 = & .& , P = n-Ilc X, . For every w E 9, 
wk will be the kth coordinate. We define: 
Let u be a bounded stopping time > N. For each k > N, let B,,, = A,,, n 
{u = k). 
which converges to zero. 
xk = c f P(Bk,,)  j& k>N n=mk+l 
Let now Bk = (w E 9; wk E &). The (B,), are independent and &P(BJ = 
&(1/k) = co, hence we get from the theorem of Borel-Cantelli that almost all w 
is in an infinite number of Ba’s. But if w E B, , 11 X,(w)[l > k, thus for almost all 
w, (1 X,(w)[l is not bounded and (X,), cannot converge weakly. 
Let now E be a Banach lattice. An important property of real valued amarts 
is that they are stable under the usual lattice operations. We now use the same 
summability arguments to show that it is not actually the case in infinite dimen- 
sional Banach lattices. We recall that (X,J is said to be a strong potential if (X,,) 
converges to zero in the Pettis norm of Ll[E]. 
THEOREM 3. For a Banach lattice E the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E is isomorphic (as a topological oector lattice) to an A. M. space 
(2) The absolute value of every E-valued strongpotential is a strong potential. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Let E be an A - M space, E” is then an A - M space 
with unit; thus by Kalcutani’s representation theorem E” is isomorphic to a C(K) 
where K is a stonian compact. There is no loss then if we assume that E = C(K). 
Let now, (X,) be a strong potential, that is supAEF II JR X, II + 0. We claim that 
l I X, 1 norm converges to zero, and that (1 X, I) L a strong potential. 
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Suppose not, then there exists E > 0, such that for every n E N, there exists 
a,~T,a,>nandt,~Kand 
I I -&@)(~n>l ww) t E* 
Let m, be an integer such that u, < m, . Clearly, A = {w; Xo,(w)(t,) > 0} E Fm, 
and 
f A 
x&%hJ w4 >, 42. 
Define the stopping time 
on A 
7 
on AC. 
we have: 
Since the third term goes to zero when p + 03, we may then find p, large 
enough such that 
which is a contradiction. 
(2) + (1) Suppose now that E is not an A - M space, hence by [7] there 
exists a summable sequence (xn) in E such that (I x, I) is not summable. By the 
Orlisz-Pettis theorem, there exists f in E+ such that f(j x, I) is not absolutely 
summable in IR. We may again construct an increasing sequence of integers 
{WZJ such that 
"'k+l 
nzk+lf (I xn I> = 1 for every A. 
As above, divide for each K, the interval [0, l] into (Q+~ - me) subintervals 
(A,,,) such that the length of each A,,, is f(l x, I). Let (Q, g P) be as 
in theorem (1) and define: 
mk+l 
xk(w) = n=;+, f (,2n 1) 1Ak,,(w)’ 
The same proof as above show that (X,> is a strong potential; however (I X,, I) 
is not since it is easy to check that f (I X, I(w)) = 1 for each II and each w E Q. 
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COROLLARY 1. For a Banach lattice E, the following are equivalent: 
(1) E is jinite dimensional. 
(2) The L1-bounded amarts form a Ricsz space. 
Proof. We first show that if the absolute value of an Ll-bounded martingale 
is an amart then E is weakly sequentially complete. Consider an independent 
sequence (Y,) of real random variables taking the values -+l with probabilities 
l/2 and l/2. Clearly, the sequence 
X,:(Q,~P)-+c, 
x, = (Y, , Yl ,...) Y, , 0, 0 ,...) 
is an U-bounded martingale. On the other hand, j X,, 1 = (1, l,..., 1, 0,O ,... ), 
is not norm convergent to an element of co . Therefore c,, is not a sublattice in E 
and E is weakly sequentially complete. It is well known that a weakly sequentially 
complete A - A4 space is finite dimensional. 
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